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they don't have that situation, but the word is retained, and the result is,

you will have a word or an expression which is used in foor five different

senses, one in one group of people, and another in another group of people,

in different zan or at different times. And they seem unrelated, and

yet if you know the use in the place where it is used a great deal, and get

the real root meaning from that, they could all just 6r, and with

words that way you just can't uxt)i know the whole situation. We have got

so many expressions that people use all the time, and they have completely

forgotten the source. The men were at loggerheads. You know exactly what it

means, but how many of us have ever seen a loggerhead. I suppose the logger

heads wre when they were cutting timber, and bringing down the water .... 7...

and the expression becomes a oommon expression, and you can see how that is,

and we forget the origin ...7... And there are so many other things. But this

to have a ba'ad, and to have also ba'ad.7* But I don't see so far

that either one of the ideas fits all of the cases. That would be just sort

of interesting to take the RSV and take all the cases where ba'ad is (id,

and see if there is any uniformity to the way they deal with it. I am a bit

surprised though at BDB ....7...., they have done a very good job.

WA:...........

AM It seems as if there were a great many words this doesn't fit at

all. Well, what was our next verse? .... 8.... the German word fertig I

think almost any German dictionary will teêl you that fertig means ready.

At least that's what I understood fertig meant, was ready. And then I got

over there kxx to Germany, and I found they constantly would say, Are you

ready with the hammer? We would say, Are you through with the hammer? Now,

what does our word through mean? Ready is more sense than through, x±iUt

isn't it? Are you through with the hammer? What do you mean, are you through

with the hammer? That's as bad as ba'ad. I never thought of it before. Now,

we say, Are you ready? We are thinking of the future.tmxxm Are you ready

to go? But they say, are you ready, max meaning, have you finished the

thing you are doing? That is they say, fertig, now maybe fertig isn't really
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